Hello January!

The World Egg Bank has concluded another year with much success and great hope for 2019. The past quarter has taken TWEB to conferences in both London and New York, giving us the opportunity to make lasting impressions, impact new territory and solidify growing business opportunities that will only broaden our horizons. We kicked off the new year at the Southwest Embryology Summit here in the Phoenix area and look forward to our next opportunity to network, educate, and learn from those in our field.

Our goal is to help create families all over the world and each year over the past decade we come closer and closer to reaching that goal. Our proven processes are designed to be trouble-free for clinics and their patients. Simply refer your patients to www.TheWorldEggBank.com and once on our website, your patients will have the opportunity to view full donor profiles at no cost! We handle all the work of coordinating with your clinic for verification and for shipment of oocytes.

We hope you enjoy our January Newsletter and look forward to assisting your patients as they move one step closer to making their dreams a reality!

Best Regards,
Diana Thomas, Founder/CEO
The World Egg Bank
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Upcoming Schedule:
-Pacific Coast Reproductive Society
April 3-7, 2019
Indian Wells, California

-The Donor Egg Meeting
May 2-5, 2019
Isle of Palms, South Carolina

-CRB Symposium
May 16-18, 2019
New Orleans, Louisiana

-Midwest Reproductive Symposium
June 5-8, 2019
Chicago, Illinois

-ESHRE
June 23-26, 2019
Vienna, Austria

Let us support YOU!

Clinic Webinar
TWEB can set up your own personalized webinar for your clinic, feel free to email us at: info@theworldeggbank.com and we will contact you directly to set up a date and time.

Stay Connected:

Featured Clinic:

Three Makes Baby
San Roman, California
https://rscbayarea.com

According to ASRM, in 2000 67% of embryo transfers in the United States were of three or more embryos, and only about 1% of fresh embryo transfers were elective single embryo transfers (eSET). ASRM first published guidelines with recommendations for the maximum number of embryos to transfer in 1998 in order to reduce the frequency of multiple pregnancies. By 2009 ASRM reported that up to 10% of transfers in patients <35 were eSET. While we were certainly decreasing the number of triplet pregnancies, because of the high number of double embryo transfers, the twin rate in the US remained virtually unchanged. Over the years those guidelines have been revised, encouraging the practice of eSET.

But twins are so cute! Who wouldn't want twins? Twin pregnancies can be risky for the mother (pre-eclampsia, pregnancy-induced hypertension, toxemia, diabetes and pre-term birth), and preterm delivery may potentially lead to lifelong, devastating and expensive complications for the babies (cardiac and pulmonary problems, hearing and vision problems, and learning disabilities just to name a few).

Click here to read more.
Wendy Kramer and her son, Ryan created The Donor Sibling Registry (DSR). DSR was founded in 2000 to assist individuals conceived as a result of sperm, egg or embryo donation who are seeking to make a mutually desired contact with others of whom they share genetic ties. The DSR advocates for the right to honesty and transparency for donor-conceived people, for social acceptance and legal rights, and values the diversity of all families.

To find family you must add your posting to the DSR before contacting any other member. After you add your posting, you will then get automatic DSR emails when you have a match, when a DSR member has sent you a message, and when anyone who has used your donor adds information to the medical page that is specifically for your donor.

Click here to read more.